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ABSTRACT
Computer Vision is a field of study that helps to develop techniques to identify images and displays.
It has various features like image recognition, object detection and image creation, etc. Object
detection is used for face detection, vehicle detection, web images, and safety systems. Its algorithms
are Region-based Convolutional Neural Networks (RCNN), Faster-RCNN and You Only Look Once
Method (YOLO) that have shown state-of-the-art performance. Of these, YOLO is better in speed
compared to accuracy. It has efficient object detection without compromising on performance.
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1. Introduction
The development of software and hardware image processing systems was mainly limited to the
development of the user interface. In the current era, computer science is a major subject. It has
many real-life applications such as Internet of Things (IoT) [1-8], SPP [9-16], TP [17-19],
PowerShell [20], uncertainty [21-23], cloud computing [24], artificial intelligence [25], internet
security [26], and so on. The image processing plays a vital role in object recognition
applications. Object recognition consists of the related computer vision tasks, including functions
such as identifying objects in digital photographs. The region-based convolutional neural
network like Fast R-CNN and Faster R-CNN are the state-of-the-art detection systems that have
shown more definitions [27-29]. At the same time, many methods have been proposed in terms
of feature map applications [28-33] which have achieved sophisticated performance. To
overcome the problem of object detection, there are many methods introduced, namely the ViolaJones detector with Haar Cascades [34], the HOG gradient-based approaches [35], and the
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section and template matching approaches. In this manuscript, we discuss the comparative
analysis of YOLO object detection with OpenCV. Here there are some methods used in this paper
as follows:
First Method R-CNN. To overcome the problem of choosing many regions, Girshick et al. [27]
introduced a method that uses selective search. The region with (R-CNN) (Figure 1) [36] has
tried to improve the sliding window method. R-CNN first creates boundary boxes called regional
schemes using the selected search process before insertion [37].

Figure 1. Selected search process in R-CNN [36].

Second Method ResNet. It is to train the network model in a more effective manner, then we
adopt the same strategy as that used for DSSD (the performance of the residual network is better
than that of the VGG network).
The Third Method is Fast R-CNN [38]. Here, the input image to CNN to generate a
convolutional feature map. We can identify the region and transform them to a fixed size using
a Region of Interest Pool (RoIPool) pooling layer (Figure 2). Fast R-CNN [38] brought (RoIPool)
which tightens the extraction features and boundary boxes joined.

Figure 2. Fast R-CNN [38].

The Fourth Method is Faster R-CNN [39]. It’s easy to understand and consumes less time to
detect the object. The speed of training, detection, and selective search process are improved [40]
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Faster R-CNN [39].

The Fifth Method is YOLO. The YOLO [41] that shows accurate results and looks at the highest
probability of having the object. YOLO and its second amendment YOLOv2 [42] are the same
as R-CNN in that they use probable boundary boxes (Figure 4), which are capable of extracting
convolutional features, but differ from the Faster R-CNN systems.

Figure 4. YOLO object detection model [32].

Publicly, the network is trained in an integrated dataset consisting of the MS COCO detection
dataset [43].

2. Object Detection Methods
Object Detection has both object classification and the location issues of objects. The last step is
to have the boundary boxes and labeled images. In the past, most used materials were a special
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face detector developed by Viola and Jones [44] to detect multiple object types. In image
classification, researchers often focus on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), which are
influenced by the author’s results [45]. First, CNN’s such as VGNET [46] and Inception [47]
were used for classification purposes. The image classification process takes input and returns
the output of a class or multiple classes during multiple label classification [48].

Figure 5. Flow of procedure [49].

Importantly, the object detection system has three main steps. In the first step, it detects the
object. The second step is to track the necessary points. And the last step is identifying the object
shown in the flowchart (Figures (5)-(6)).

Figure 6. Flow of object detection [49].
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2.1. Background Subtraction
The background subtraction method introduced by Horprasert et al. [50] was able to cope with
local illumination changes, such as shadows and highlights, even globe illumination changes. In
this method, the background model was statistically modeled on each pixel.
2.2. Template Matching
Template matching is a process of finding small parts of an image that match a template image.
It slides the template from the top left to the bottom right of the image and compares for the best
match with the template.

3. Literature Survey
Object tracking has many more technical unified spaces in the background subtraction methods.
There are some works discussed for frame diﬀerencing that use the pixel-wise diﬀerences
between two frame images that are background subtraction for detecting moving regions and
background model for object detection by a Gaussian mixture model.
Lipton et al. [51] have proposed frame differences for using pixel-wise differences to get the
motion objects. In another work, Stauffer and Grimson et al. [52] has proposed a Gaussian
mixture model on the basis of a background model to identify the object. Liu et al. [53] have
proposed background subtraction to detect the motion of objects in an image by obtaining the
difference between current and reference background images in a pixel-by-pixel. Desa and Salih
et al. [54] has proposed and improvised both background subtraction and frame difference.
Sungandi et al. [55] proposed and introduced object detection using frame difference in lowresolution images. Jacques et al. [56] have proposed a new background model and shadow
detection in grayscale video clips. Satoh et al. [57] proposed a new concept for object tracking
using the PISC image-based block matching algorithm. Sugandi et al. [55] proposed tracking
techniques for moving individuals using a camera peripheral signaling contact image. Authors
[58] proposed in stereo camera-based object tracking, used Kalam filter to predict the position
and speed of objects in the x-2 dimension [59] that proposes application of extended Kalam filter
to calculate the 3D path of an object from 2D motion.
3.1. Motivation
After studying the literature, it has been found that tracking the object from the image sequence
is really a challenging task.
 Tracking objects is a hard task because it takes more time to detect large data.
 In earlier days, detecting objects was an unsolvable task. But today, there is a number of methods
to detect in reasonable accuracy.
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 A literature survey has proposed different frameworks and methods to detect an object in high
accuracy and revealed that many background subtraction algorithms perform efficiently.
 Object detection detects and localizes all known objects in a scene.
 In the YOLO method, the objects are identified very quickly, and results immediately and good
for the real-time processing. This method has excellent results on the COCO dataset.

3.2. Objective of the Research
This article aims to improve the performance of object detection and tracking by increasing the
speed of detecting objects and the accuracy of moving objects. At present, it detects only proper
objects present in an image, if the objects are smaller or hidden, then it’s difficult to detect. To
overcome this problem, we choose another method called Faster R-CNN which identifies each
and every object even if it’s smaller, but its accuracy of identifying is slow compared to YOLO.
Though, it does not recognize hidden objects, it recognizes every kind of object and also, needs
to improve the segmentation. If speed is absolutely paramount, then we use YOLO.
The major objectives are:
 Analyzing grid images at a higher speed.
 Analyzing tracking methods for detecting hidden or smaller objects in an image.

4. Limitation or Shortcoming of Existing System
Here we discuss the limitations of some of the existing models:
4.1. R-CNN (2014)
It takes more time to train the network as we have to classify 2000 region proposals per image
[36]. It cannot be implemented in real-time because it takes around 47 seconds for each and every
test image. R-CNN was introduced in the year of 2014 combining region proposals with a CNN.
Major drawbacks are that it was slow, hard to train, and consumes large memory. This method
uses a selective search to generate regions and to detect the object.
4.2. ResNet (2015)
It is the most powerful deep neural networks which have achieved state-of-the-art performance
on the ILSVRC 2015 classification challenge [60]. The first implemented was the VGG network.
Suppose the input size is given as 300 and 320, even though the ResNet-101 layer is deeper than
the VGG-16 layer, the main disadvantage is that it decreases the accuracy. The main thing is that
it has the capacity to undergo a deeper layer.
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4.3. Fast R-CNN (2015)
Fast R-CNN uses a single method that extracts features from the regions, then divides them into
different classes, and returns boundary boxes for the identified classes. It takes time to
concentrate on increasing accuracy and decreasing time. This method was introduced in the year
of 2015 [38]. It has high accuracy compared to the previous method and detects the object in a
faster way.
4.4. Faster R-CNN (2015)
In the above methods, a selective search is used to detect the region proposals, which is timeconsuming and slow in the process. To overcome these problems, a new method was introduced,
i.e. RoI Pool layer which is used to classify the image within the proposed region and can find
the values for the boundary boxes. This method also consumes time and detects smaller or hidden
objects that introduced in the year of 2015 [40].
4.5. YOLO (2015)
YOLO is a single-stage detector. The first breakthrough was in 2015 by Redmon et al. [32], it
detects the real-time object and is very fast, better, and stronger compared to other methods. Its
accuracy is very high. It has a COCO dataset to store the data of images and videos and has
excellent results on the COCO dataset. YOLO helps to detect moving objects, recognizes and
helps to display in a rectangular bounding box with a provided caption. The major advantage is
that the fast-moving objects are captured very quickly compared to the rest of the methods. This
method is mainly used for speed. It is faster compared to any other method.

5. Description of the Research Work
5.1. Research Problem
The problem with computer vision, image processing, and machine vision is that it determines
whether or not the image data has a specific object, feature, or function. One of the major
problems was the image classification. Image classification involves labeling an image based on
the content of the image. For example, the objects in a particular image such as tray, fork, spoon,
etc. It is only detected by fork and spoon, but not by the tray because inside the data set, tray
keyword is not inserted. Therefore, the image classification will not be classified. There are some
databases used as shown in (Table 1).
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Table 1. Data sets.
Databases

Total Images

Test set 1

20

5.2. Solution Methodologies
There are many ways to detect objects. The best way for detecting object methods are
convolutional neural network, RCNN, Fast-RCNN, Faster-RCNN, YOLO, OpenCV, etc. In this
project, we use YOLO and OpenCV method for object detection which detects each and every
object clearly. The last step is to have the boundary boxes and labeled images. It is easy to
understand and consumes less time to detect the object. In table below it says about how the
objects are detected and check the process goes through to detect an object. There are four steps
to follow to get a proper object detected image. The steps involved in this method are as follows
(Table 2 & Figure 7):
Table 2. Algorithm for proposed method.
Steps

Description

Step I

Consider an image and we need to create a grid that will give us the features of an object.

Step II

In this step, we make using of OpenCV which will read the input image and data points
and specify the file path to an image in a Numpy array.

Step III

Detecting an image in a grid view after the process of reading image by OpenCV and
Numpy and converting grid to rectangular boxes.

Step IV

The final step consists of displaying the image with the rectangular box along with the
caption on the window. This is done using YOLO and COCO dataset.
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6. Result and Discussions

Figure 8. Before detection [61].

In the above-inserted image to the algorithm, we expect to detect the objects and label them.

Figure 9. After detection.

Table 3. Comparative analysis based on time.
Methods

Fast R-CNN

Faster R-CNN

YOLO

Time (Sec)

41.64326

38.53267

1.929929
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Figure 10. Time is taken to detect.

Figure 11. Comparison of time.

Discussion based on Figures (8)-(9), YOLO not only detects bags and person but also detects
fruits. In the above image, the detected object are banana and apple. As expected, we have an
output with the labeled object. Finally, the objects are correctly detected. This takes less time to
detect a particular object. Because of a number of objects are less and the size of the object as
well, so, it has detected in a lesser time compared to the two methods mentioned in Table 3.
Detecting this kind of images helps children to recognize fruits along with names, also helps to
learn in a faster way.
As we see in the graph (Figure 10), the Fast R-CNN is 21 times slower than YOLO and Faster
R-CNN is 19 times slower than YOLO and another observation is the Faster R-CNN is better
than Fast R-CNN but not better than YOLO (see Figure 11).
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Figure 12. Before detection [62].

The above image inserted into the algorithm. We expect the algorithm to detect, identify, and
label them according to the class assigned to it.

Figure 13. After detection.

Table 5. Comparative analysis based on time (example 2).
Methods

Fast R-CNN

Faster R-CNN

YOLO

Time (Sec)

55.769754

48.45637

7.366887
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Figure 14. Time is taken to detect.

Figure 15. Comparison of time.

Discussion based on Figures (12)-(13), YOLO with OpenCV has detected person and suitcase. In
deeper observation, we can also see there’s another object detected at the right corner of an image,
i.e. handbag. It has consumed more time compared to Figure 9, because the size of the image and
the number of objects are more so, it took more time compared to the other two methods as shown
in Table 5. This kind of detection helps people to find their lost bags or kids in an airport or any
other places and also was used to obstacle avoidance.
As we see in the graph (Figure 14), YOLO is 7 times faster than Fast R-CNN and 6 times faster
than Faster R-CNN and also Faster R-CNN is faster than Fast R-CNN but not faster than YOLO
(see Figure 15).
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Figure 16. Before detection [63].

Above image is a live Bangalore traffic signal which consists of all kinds of vehicle, we expect
the algorithm to detect each and every vehicle and label them.

Figure 17. After detection.

Table 7. Comparative analysis based on time.
Methods

Fast R-CNN

Faster R-CNN

YOLO

Time (Sec)

83.81045

73.88907

19.389161
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Figure 18. Time is taken to detect.

Figure 19. Comparison of time.

Discussion based on Figures (16)-(17), YOLO is able to correctly detect each car, bus, motorbike,
truck, and person shown in an image as expected. We can notice that person at the right corner
detected is slightly blurred and partially obscured that’s a positive point of this method. Also in
some parts of the image, persons are not detected because it’s very small to detect this YOLO
method. It struggles to detect small objects, which need to be improved. This method helps
detecting an object at high speed compared to the other two methods mentioned in Table 7. The
use of detecting this inserted image helps to control the traffic signal. This image has consumed
more time compared to Figure (9)-(13). Because of there are many objects seen on image and also
it has to detect smaller objects, it takes time to understand and compute to give accurate results.
As we see in the graph (Figure 18), YOLO is 4 times faster than Fast R-CNN and 3 times faster
than Faster R-CNN and also Faster R-CNN is better than Fast R-CNN but not better than YOLO
and (see Figure 19).
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The final decision is, as the size of the image and number of objects increases, the time taken
also increases and vice versa. Therefore, the number of objects is directly proportional to the time
taken in detecting those objects.

7. Conclusion
Based on test results, the object can be detected more accurately and individually identified with
the exact location of an object in the image along with the x and y-axis. This paper provided
experimental results on different methods for object detection and identification and compared
each method for their efficiencies, also performed efficient object detection while not
compromising on the performance.
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